
SB5SB5 SERIES SERIES

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

✓ Floor Standing or Counter Top

✓ Available as Cool & Cold or Hot & Cold

✓ Designed to fit the Waterworks™ 
Aquanet® Filter, Self-Fill Bottle, 
or standard water bottles

✓ Lead Free Waterways

✓ Stainless Steel Reservoir

✓ Wide removable 
Drip Tray and Grid

✓ Cloud White Finish

✓ 36 month Comprehensive Warranty

PROVEN 

QUALITY & 

PERFORMANCE 

FOR OVER 20 

YEARS!



SB5SB5 SERIES SERIES
GENERAL FEATURES
The SB5 series has been our leading bottle top cooler for 
over 20 years and is still a favourite.

“Copied” by many but none have been able to equal or 
better the quality and longevity of the Waterworks™ SB5.

COLD TANK: 4 litre hygienic 304 stainless steel, for 
superior chilling. The highly polished surface is easy to 
clean and maintain

HOT TANK: 1.8 litre hygienic type 304 stainless 
steel tank with 500 watt sheathed heater to ensure 
temperature control. The on/off switch is easily 
accessible at the back of the unit

CABINET: Gloss Cloud White in colour. The top and front 
panels are moulded UV treated ABS. The side panels are 
made from zinc coated steel sheets covered in polymer 
polyester resin.

TAPS: NSF approved durable polypropylene self-closing 
design. Fully recessed lever type for fast flow. Hot safety 
tap comes as standard on hot/cold model. Optional hands 
free push taps now available.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
SELF-FILL BOTTLE: A flexible filtration option for home, 
office or factory. Just fill with tap water for a continuous 
supply of fresh water. The SFB is the perfect partner for 
all bottled coolers and ceramic dispensers.

AQUANET: The Waterworks™ AN1 is specifically designed 
for our SB5 series coolers. Simply remove the no-spill 
spike and replace with a scuff ring (SR5) to provide a 
base for the AN1 and bottle. Ask us about the no-splash 
valve which is ideal for this set up.

NON SPLASH VALVE: Allows the bottle to be changed 
without excess spillage. Just place the bottle on the 
cooler and the valve opens to let water through. When 
removing  the bottle, the valve automatically closes. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
REFRIGERATION: Gas R134A. The refrigerant flow is 
controlled by a capillary tube which has no moving parts. 
The compressor is hermetically sealed with an automatic 
overload protector. Lubricant is not needed
ELECTRICAL: Certificate number 160793. 220v 50hz 
single phase. A 1.5 metre power cord is supplied. Full 
load current is 1.2 amps
CONDENSER: Quietly operating, air cooled static type 
with no moving parts

PERFORMANCE 
Tap 1 Approx. 4-8°C
Tap 2 Room Temperature
Hot tap Approx. 84-87°C

CAPACITY
ROOM TEMP °C 21 27 32

150ML CUPS/HR 10°C 44 32 18

LITRES/HR AT 10°C 4.2 3.1 1.8

HOT WATER DELIVERY: 45 x 170ml cups per hour

*Intermittent use only, continuous use will result in 
reduced performance. 

SHIPPING WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS 
MODEL WEIGHT MODEL WEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB5C 16kg SB5CH 18kg 33cm 33cm 60cm

WARRANTY 
The entire range of Waterworks™ SB5 Series water 
coolers are covered by our 36 month Comprehensive 
Warranty (copy available on request). The warranty 
provides comprehensive parts and labour coverage for 
the period of 36 months from the date of original sale.
Damage to the stainless steel tank may occur if using 
reverse osmosis or incorrect filtration.
Warranty will be void in the event of this happening.

Please discuss filtration options with your local water 
filter specialist.

As part of Waterworks™ Australia’s policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to alter specifications at anytime without notice.

Distributed by…

Waterworks™ Australia  
ABN 91 902 793 936

48-50 Neumann Road Capalaba Queensland 4157
Bulk Warehouse: 53 Neumann Road Capalaba Queensland 4157

Phone (07) 3390 3777
Email sales@waterworksaustralia.com 
www.waterworksaustralia.com


